Dressing & Tardy Grading Expectations
.

Student came on time but forgot his/her clothes
Student gets 1 less rental
opportunity.

Student can borrow a rental shirt/shorts

Student came on time and forgot their clothes
but he/she elected to not borrow clothes.

If not in appropriate athletic
gear. The student must sit out
of the activity.

Student came late (Unexcused) , read the PE
board, and arrived at their location.

If not in appropriate athletic
gear. The student must sit out
of the activity.

If it is an (excused) late

No make ups will be allowed and the
student will receive a 0 on any graded
assignment.

The student denied his or
her own ability to access
the curriculum showing a
“no effort”.

If in appropriate athletic
gear.

Teacher can select to use
the student as a teacher’s
assistant but student is
unable to participate in
the activity

Marked as tardy. Student
participates.

Marked as tardy and if the student completes
the alternative assignment they may be able
to make up any missed graded work.
Marked as tardy and if the student does not
complete the alternative assignment they will
not be allowed to make up any missed graded
work and will receive a 0 on any graded
assignment.

Teacher can select to
provide the student with
a written packet.
If dressed full participation and if not dressed
No effect on their grade
appropriately they may make-up any missed graded
assignment.

Grading Expectations

PSR
30 % of total grade

2 (10) Point Grades in the unit

A standard deduction of -2 will occur if the student demonstrates any of the
following, but only 2 points can be taken away each class period.
- 2 Forgetting their fitness packet
- 2 Incompletion of their fitness packet for the day
- 2 Unsportsmanlike Conduct/Negative Language/Negative Actions
- 2 Interrupting class flow/Delaying Instruction
- 2 Being unsafe
-2 Not following set rules during gameplay
- 2 Not following the teachers directions

Any major PSR issue needs to be addressed as a behavior
issue with a direct consequence.

Movement Skills/Knowledge
30 % of total grade

Movement 2 (10) Point Grades in the unit
Knowledge 20 Points per unit

Movement Skills
This includes: -Teacher observation during drills, lead-up games, and official games
-Skills tests that isolate a specific skill (can be done throughout the
unit during warm-ups or whenever a team is out (example 6/7 teams are
playing football and you are skills testing the team that is currently off.
- Examples of skill testing:
Passing/Catching/Shooting/Dribbling/Serving/Forehand/Backhand/Defending etc…
Knowledge: Written Quizzes and Understanding of the rules and game strategies

Grading Expectations

Fitness
20% of total grade

2 (10) Point Grades per unit

A standard deduction of -2 will occur if the student demonstrates any of the following, but only 2 points
can be taken away each class period.
- 2 Did not sustain an adequate pace during warm-up/jogging the lap/low effort during dynamic warm-up
-2 Lack of completed instruction/ Did not demonstrate effective effort during transitions from one spot of
the field or court to another, or during drills, lead-up games and official game play.

Interval Training
20% of total grade

10 Points per day
Total Points depend on how
many days we complete in a unit.

This grading category includes (Fitness Day Activities Only)
Personal Best Runs/Mix it up Runs/Fitness Testing/Interval
Training days.
10 – Demonstrates an adequate pace and a sustained effort
during the fitness activity.
The grade is out of 10, grade accordingly but if they attempt the
activity they get a minimum of 5 points
They earn a Z if:
- They are not dressed appropriately for activity/Complete
alternative assignment.

Personal Best Grading
10 – In the healthy fitness zone or better
If outside the healthy fitness zone it will be based
upon 1 minute of their baseline average.
5- Outside the healthy fitness zone or more than 1
minute from their baseline average.
Interval Training Make-Ups

- They have a minor illness or injury

Students can make up any interval training day by 4
laps around the track or any indoor activity that all of
the teachers deem as an appropriate make up.

They earn a 0 if:

During MAP’s make-ups will occur

0 – If they refuse to participate/Not dressed and does not
complete alternative assignment or failed to make-up a missed
fitness day.

At the end of the quarter the last fitness day will be a
make-up day.

They earn an X if:
It is a long-term medical illness or injury

1 Fault day will be given for any student who missed a
day because of an illness/injury (excused note) or
because of an excused absence.

Tardy Breakdown
First Tardy: Warning
Second Tardy: Phone Call Home
Third Tardy: Lunch Detention
After the third Tardy: Contact Mr. Leaman
------------------------------------------------------------------------The student’s teacher is responsible for keeping track
of the student’s tardiness, for calling home, and for
contacting Mr. Leaman.

